Engineering Organization of Input and Output for the IBM 701 Electronic Data-Processing Machine

LOUIS D. STEVENS

THE International Business machines Corporation (IBM) type-701 electronic data-processing machine is to be a general-purpose high-speed electronic calculator utilizing the Williams type of electrostatic storage. The binary system of notation is used internally with a word size of either 36 bits (a full word) or 18 bits (a half word); transmission is parallel throughout the machine except to and from magnetic tape. Instructions are of the single-address type with 32 possible operations, and a maximum address capacity of 4,096 half words; each instruction occupies one half word of storage capacity.

In addition to the high-speed electrostatic storage with a maximum capacity of 2,048 full words, the machine is provided with a slower access time magnetic drum storage of 8,192 full words, and a completely integrated and flexible input and output system consisting of one card reader, one card recorder, one alphabetic printer, two twin magnetic tape reader-recorders, and manual input and output by means of the operator's control panel.

A more detailed description of the general characteristics and of the organization of the machine has been presented previously.1,2

Input-Output System

The input-output system of type 701 is so designed that the use of an input or an output device by the calculator is accompanied by the performance of five distinct functions:

1. Selecting. An input-output unit to execute either a reading, a writing, or an auxiliary operation such as rewinding a tape.
2. Interlocking the operation of the selected input-output unit with the execution of the calculator program.
3. Copying data to and from the electrostatic memory and the input-output units.
4. Synchronizing the signals between the input-output unit and the calculator.
5. Disconnecting the input-output unit from the control of the calculator after the operation for which the unit was selected (and connected) has been completed.

These five functions are performed in such a manner that the inactive waiting periods normally associated with the use of an input-output unit may be utilized for useful operations by the calculator. This is accomplished by allowing the calculator to continue with the execution of its program during these otherwise inactive periods, and to converse with the input-output equipment only at those times when these devices may be in a position to transmit or receive data in full-word increments to or from the electrostatic memory. The following general description of the use of an input-output unit by the calculator will make the operation clear.

An input-output operation is initiated by the execution of a Select instruction (read or write) which places the desired unit under calculator control and sets the unit into motion to perform the function required. After the execution of Select instruction the calculator may continue with its program, until the selected input-output unit has reached a position where it requires a word to write or a place to store a word which has been read. Just previous to this point, the calculator must have executed an instruction which is known as copy and skip or simply as copy. This instruction provides an address in electrostatic memory at which a word to be written may be located or at which a word that has been read may be stored.

Upon reaching a copy instruction in its program, the calculator will delay the execution of further instructions until the selected input-output unit has reached a position that will allow the memory address associated with the copy instruction to be utilized. Since most transfers of data between the storage and input-output units consist of more than a single word, successive copy instructions are required, one for each word to be transferred. These successive copy instructions only need be available just previous to the time an input-output unit may utilize the storage address, thus making the time between successive copy instructions available for useful operations.

From the foregoing it can be seen that the copy instruction not only supplies the necessary storage address for data transfers between the storage and input-output but also provides a synchronizing and interlocking function between the slow-access input and output devices and the faster access electrostatic storage. The skip function of the copy instruction will be described later as part of the discussion of the card reader and magnetic tape reader and recorder.

Since the calculator may continue with its program after an input-output device has been selected for reading or writing, it is necessary to provide an interlock, which will remember that a unit has been selected, and should the program arrive at another select instruction, its execution will be delayed until the previously selected unit has completed its operation. This interlock is known as the input-output interlock. It is turned on simultaneously with the selection of an input-output unit and will remain on as long as the selected unit is in operation. It will remember the unit selected and the function (reading or writing) for which it was selected. The need for this is due to the manner in which information is transferred to and from the electrostatic storage and the input-output devices. The storage address is supplied by a copy instruction, and the direction of information flow is determined by the setting of the input-output interlock.

Information transfer between the electrostatic storage and the input-output equipment is always routed through the multiplier-quotient register (M/Q). These transfers of information take place in single full-word increments and one copy instruction is required for each full-word transferred. Figure 1 shows, in block diagram form, the interconnection of the various units with the M/Q register of the calculator.

Each time a selected input-output unit is in a position to transfer information, the program must have arrived at a copy instruction just previously, to supply the required storage address. Should no copy instruction be available when required, a disconnect signal will be generated which will turn off the input-output unit.
interlock and prevent any further information transfer. In this manner an input-output unit will be disconnected from the system automatically, simply by not supplying it with information to write or not taking the information which it might read. Should an attempt be made to transfer information by giving a copy instruction with none of the input-output units connected, the machine will recognize this as a mistake and light a copy check lamp on the operator's control panel.

Card Reader, Card Recorder, and Alphabetic Printer

The card reader, the card recorder, and the alphabetic printer are referred to collectively as type-701 card machines, since each of these devices is a development from a prototype punched card accounting machine. The reader was developed from a type-402 card feed, the recorder from a type-517 (523) card punch and the printer from a type-407 accounting machine. Each of these machines retains many features of its well-known prototype but some new functions have been added to make them more suitable for use as input-output by type 701.

The card reader and card recorder accept standard IBM cards nine's, edge-first, and are capable of feeding these cards at the maximum rate of 150 cards per minute in the case of the reader and 100 cards per minute for the recorder. The printer has no facilities for handling cards, and is supplied with information directly from electrostatic storage, by way of the M/Q register and the input-output distributor. It is capable of printing 120 characters per line at the maximum rate of 150 lines per minute. Since the printer is designed to print from a conventional card, the information which the calculator supplies it from electrostatic storage must be in the same form as that obtained from cards. Information can be stored in electrostatic storage in such a manner that it resembles information punched on cards. A group of full words required to do this is referred to as a card image. The manner in which a card image is formed and used by the card machines will become clear later.

Reading, punching, and printing proceed on a card row-by-row basis as each machine goes through its mechanical cycle. For example, when reading a card, each card row is handled by the calculator as if it were composed of two full-words of 36 binary digits each, and since there are twelve rows on a card, each complete card is considered as 24 full-words of 36 binary digits per word. If the 24 words of information from a card are considered as a card image when these words are stored in electrostatic storage, it is possible to read conventional card punching (or any other system of punching) and translate the resulting card image to binary information which is usable by the calculator. Conversely, it is possible to translate from binary to an appropriate card image in the electrostatic storage so that any desired punching or printing, either conventional or special, will result.

Since a single copy instruction can supply only one storage address, and a maximum of one full word can be located at any such address, it is necessary to supply two copy instructions for each card row of reading or punching, and for each line of printing. The time at which these copy...
instructions are required is determined by 'index pulses' from the card machine in operation. The index pulses from each machine are derived from electromechanical contacts and are used to indicate to the input-output control each time a selected card machine has arrived at a position where an information transfer to (or from) storage, and thus a copy instruction, is required.

Card Reader

Figure 2 indicates in functional form the manner in which card reading is accomplished. The card reader is set in motion by the execution of a read (card reader)-select instruction. As each row of the card comes under the reading brushes, the data punched in that row (two words) will cause appropriate ones of 72 key-trigger circuits located in the input-output distributor to be turned on. These key triggers are of a special design and are not used for the purpose of storing information but to provide reliable electronic signals from the electromechanical contacts of the reading brushes. Appropriate signals from the card reader and the calculator will cause the data to be transferred from the input-output distributor, one word at a time, by way of the M/Q register to a specified address in the electrostatic storage, in the following manner.

Shortly after the key triggers have been set by a card row coming under the reading brushes, an index pulse will be emitted by the card reader to indicate to the input-output control that two words are available for reading. The control will then send out a read-left-word pulse to sample the left 36 key triggers and place this word in the M/Q register, providing that a copy instruction had previously been executed by the calculator to make available a storage address for this word. If such is the case, then the word will be stored at the address designated by the copy instruction.

The calculator will then be allowed to continue with its program, until the control emits a read-right-word pulse at which time another copy instruction must have been executed, or else the word cannot be stored. Repetitive copy instructions and reading may continue as described for each of the 12 2-word rows punched in the card. However, should a copy instruction not have been executed previously to any read-left or read-right pulse, a disconnect will be initiated and will prevent the reading of further information from the card.

However, if 24 copy instructions are executed, thus storing the 24 words from the 12 card rows, then a 13 index pulse will be emitted by the card reader. This signal is called the end-of-record indication since it indicates that a complete unit record of information has been accepted by the calculator. The execution of a copy instruction after receipt of an end-of-record signal by the calculator will cause the next two instructions following the copy to be skipped, thus providing a simple and automatic exit from a repetitive procedure which may be supplying the successive copy instructions.

When all the cards in the hopper of the card reader have been read, the operator may either stack more cards in the hopper and continue as if the file of cards had been continuous, or he may end the file by depressing the start button on the reader with the hopper empty. When this is done, an end-of-cards interlock within the reader is set, and upon the next selection of the reader a signal will be emitted which indicates that the card reader had finished reading a file of cards. The execution of a copy instruction after an end-of-file signal from the reader will cause the next instruction in the program following the copy to be skipped. This provides a distinction between end-of-record and the end of last record (end-of-file).

Card Recorder

The card recorder operates in a manner similar to the card reader in that at each index pulse (each card row) two copy instructions are required. These copy instructions are used to obtain the information which is to be punched from the card image in electrostatic storage. Figure 3 indicates in a functional manner the method used in punching cards. The card recorder is selected by the execution of a write (card recorder) instruction and as each card row comes under the punching station an index pulse to the input-output control will cause a write-left and then a write-right pulse to be generated. If the M/Q has been filled with a word by a copy instruction previous to each sample pulse, any of the left and then the right 36 output thy-ratrons will be fired when a binary one is in the corresponding M/Q register column. Should the M/Q not have received a word as a result of a copy instruction at either write-left or write-right time, a disconnect will be initiated and further punching in that card will be impossible. Similar action occurs at each of the 12 card rows, and thus it is possible to punch a card in any desired system by merely assembling the appropriate card image in electrostatic storage before punching is initiated.

Alphabetic Printer

The 48 different characters which may be printed in any of the 120 print positions of the alphabetic printer are shown in Figure 4 (A) along with the corresponding card image code required to select each character. The printer is selected to write by the execution of a write (printer) instruction, in which case the func-
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input to the calculator, the tape control of
instructions per index pulse so that two
automatic control from the calculator pro-
set up. This situation is shown in Figure
4(B), and during these overlap index
times it is necessary for the input-output
control to interpret the four required copy
instructions are available to supply new
tape will continue to run as long as copy
writing in the other six tracks. Since a
unit record is provided by the magnetic
tape unit. The access time to the next
channel is set at 10 milliseconds, and the
information transfer time, when checked,
will be as follows: 10 milliseconds for read,
and 10 milliseconds for write.

A word to be written on the tape is
placed in the M/Q register by the execution
of a copy instruction in much the same
way as in writing on cards or printing.
Exit from the M/Q register to the tape is by way of the right six (30-35)
places of the M/Q. The word to be writ-
ten on tape is shifted in total to the left,
serially, around the ring shift path, until
the first six bits of the word (S-5) have
been displaced and arrive at the location
(30-35) of the M/Q register. The six
bits of the word, now located at (30-35)
are transferred in parallel to the tape to-
gether with the check bit. The check bit
to accompany the six information bits is
determined by counting the binary ones
in the 6-bit group to be written and mak-
ing the check bit either a one or a zero so
that the total of binary ones in the 7-bit group
is an odd number. In this manner, for
each copy instruction supplied by the pro-
gram a complete full-word is written on
the tape as six groups of six bits each
(with a check bit for each group). The
tape will continue to run as long as copy
instructions are available to supply new
words. Thus a unit record on tape is not
limited to any specific number of words

Magnetic Tape Reader and Recorder

In addition to the card reader, card re-
corder, and alphabetic printer, type 701
is provided with four magnetic tape
readers and recorders. A view of one of
the tape units is shown in Figure 5. Notice
that each unit is composed of two
tape drive mechanisms. Each of these
mechanisms is an independent tape unit
as far as its functional use with type 701
is concerned, and they are combined in
one cabinet for compactness and economy
of construction.

The tape unit has many unique me-
chanical and magnetic features which are
described in other papers in this volume
and the comments here will be restricted
to the functional connection of the tape
unit to the 701 system.

Long-term high-volume storage with a
reasonably short access time to the next
unit record is provided by the magnetic
tape unit. The access time to the next
unit record on tape from the stopped posi-
tion is set at 10 milliseconds, and the
reading and writing rate of unit records
is 1,250 words per second. The information
density on the tape of 200 words per foot
is comparable to the density of 100 bits
per inch in each of seven parallel tracks.
The tape is plastic back with red oxide
covering. Six of the seven tracks contain
six bits of one 36-bit word, the seventh
track contains a check bit which is used
to check the correctness of reading and
writing in the other six tracks. Since a
full word is 36 bits, six groups of six bits

Figure 4. (a) Printer symbols and
code for card image
used in printing
(b) Printer index
points showing over-
lap of writing and
reading when check-
ing printing with
echo impulses

Figure 5. Tape unit
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and may be any length from one word to the limit of the available space in the electrostatic storage.

The M/Q register is used in a similar manner when reading from the tape, except that the register is used to arrange the six separate groups into a complete full-word before the information is stored by a copy instruction. Each group of six bits is entered into the M/Q columns S-5 as shown in Figure 6, and then ring-shifted left in steps of six places. During the shifting operation, the group and its check bit are inspected to determine if the check bit corresponds to the correct one. If this check fails, a tape check light is turned on. After six groups have been entered into the M/Q register from the tape, the complete word is stored by execution of a copy instruction.

When reading, the tape unit will run the tape through a complete unit record, once it has been selected by a read instruction, and it is not necessary to store any of the information from the record unless desired. Thus it is possible to step the tape along in search of a particular unit record merely by supplying read instructions. The end of a record on the tape is identified by the tape unit by the large gap in the information. This gap is caused by the clean tape which is used in accelerating and decelerating the tape at the start and at the end of writing a unit record on tape. The sensing of this gap in information is used not only to stop the tape from feeding but to supply a signal to the input-output control to cause an end-of-record skip of two instructions following the next copy, in much the same manner as the functioning of the card reader end-of-record signal.

In addition to the end-of-record signal, the tape unit will also emit an end-of-file signal when it has read the last record on a reel of tape. This signal is generated when the tape unit is selected to read another unit record and, after a specified length of time finds no information available. In addition to stopping, the tape will set up an end-of-file skip in the program much the same as a card reader end-of-file. The extra long gap at the end of a file of information on tape is obtained by the execution of write-end-of-file instruction that cleans tape for a specified length past the last record.

In addition to the functions described in the foregoing the tape unit is capable of completely rewinding a reel under program control.

**Manual Input and Output**

One function of the operator's control panel is to provide a means of manual input and output. This input-output function is provided as a part of the over-all function of manual machine control which will not be discussed here. Manual input is provided to the left 18 bits of the M/Q register from keys on the operator's panel. Appropriate instructions may be executed manually to store the contents of the M/Q register. The contents of any storage location may be inspected by means of neon lamps on the operator's control panel. These neon are connected to all major registers within the machine. It is necessary first to execute manually an appropriate instruction, which will place the contents of the desired storage location into an appropriate major register.

In addition to the manual information input facilities, manual control inputs have been provided. These control inputs consist of six switches located on the operator's control panel. Each of the switches has an address which may be used with a sense instruction. When a sense instruction with the appropriate address is executed, the position of one of the switches is sampled. If the sampled switch is off, the program continues in normal sequence; but if the switch is on the instruction immediately following the sense instruction will be skipped. The sense switches thus provide manual control over the course of a program, a function which has been found very useful.

In addition to the six sense switch inputs, four sense outputs have been provided. These outputs consist of neon lamps connected to trigger circuits which may be turned on by the execution of a sense instruction with the appropriate address. The sense outputs have been utilized for all types of indications, but their widest application has been in indicating the cause of error stops in programmed checks of machine operation.

**Conclusions**

The input and output system for the IBM type-701 electronic data processing machine has been described along with the functional operation of the system. It is believed that this input-output system will represent something new in the field of high-speed electronic data-processing equipment. Previous machines of this type have been seriously hampered by the lack of adequate input and output facilities of one type or another. The 701 system is composed of the most suitable of the input-output devices of each type which are available today, and these devices have been arranged into an integrated system. When the 701 is released it may well be one of the first machines to exemplify a new era of data-processing machine development, in which much of the effort previously concentrated on the development of storage and control systems will be devoted to the development of more suitable input and output equipment and techniques.
IBM Magnetic Tape Reader and Recorder

W. S. BUSLIK

THE purpose of the magnetic tape reader and recorder, as the name implies, is to record digital information onto magnetic oxide tape and to read it. Reuse of the tape also requires erasing before recording. The erasing, recording, and reading occur at the magnetic head which is described elsewhere with its associated circuitry. This paper will be confined to a description of the methods employed in handling this tape for most efficient use.

Most efficient use of the tape means conformance with the following requirements. Tape is to run at 75 inches per second in both directions. Rapid starting and stopping of the tape are to consume not more than 5 milliseconds from the time the start or stop signal is given. Uniform speed is to be reached in that interval of time. The tape should be capable of reversal in 10 milliseconds. These requirements apply to the piece of tape in the immediate vicinity of the recording station. The bulk of the tape can be handled much more leisurely. Reels are 8 inches in diameter and carry a maximum of 1,400 feet of tape.

Control of the tape functions is either from the calculator or from a control panel at the tape reader. In addition to these specific requirements, some less well defined points have to be considered. Speed should be as uniform as possible. Tape wear should be reduced wherever possible. Because the seven bits of information across the tape form a group, it is essential that the reading of these seven bits be completed before any of the seven bits belonging to the next group come into the reading position. This then requires that the tape be held as close to the same position as possible, from machine to machine as well as from forward to backward speed.

Machine Layout

With these points in mind, the machine layout in Figure 1 was conceived. This shows the record-erase head in a shield in a central location, easily accessible, approximately 4 feet off the floor. To either side of it is a series of pulleys and capstans, constituting the drive mechanism for the portion of the tape near the head.

The tape passes through this section essentially horizontally. It then makes a 90-degree turn, entering the two vertical vacuum columns. These serve as buffer storage between the drive mechanism and the relatively sluggish reels which are located above the rest of the mechanism at a convenient height off the floor. The reels are easily detachable from their shafts, which are each driven by a set of three magnetic powder-type clutches.

Reel Clutches

These clutches are shown in more detail in Figure 2. One of the three clutches (the one in front) is stationary and serves as a brake. The other two are driven in opposite directions and, when energized, rotate the reel so as to supply tape to the vacuum column or remove tape from the vacuum column. All three are mounted on a common shaft with three rotors keyed to the shaft. When a clutch is energized, a rigid connection is established between its rotor and housing. A single clutch unit is shown in Figure 3. The innermost part is the bell-shaped rotor whose hub is keyed to the shaft. Its rim is surrounded by a mixture of magnetic iron powder and graphite. As long as no magnetic field exists, the rotor rim can move freely in this iron-graphite mixture, or the clutch housing can rotate freely around the rotor on the two ball bearings that locate it on the shaft. The clutch housing carries a coil which can establish a magnetic flux in the iron surrounding it. This flux, passing through the rim of the clutch rotor and the magnetic iron powder mixture, will solidify the latter, forming a torque-transmitting medium between the clutch housing and its rotor and shaft. Due to the inductance of the coil, current in it builds up gradually and, since torque transmitted is proportional to current (and flux), a rather smooth acceleration is produced. This is essential because shock in the reel will cause slippage of the tape on the reel and eventual breakage. The magnetic powder clutch was selected here for its ability to produce rather smooth accelerations and large torques with relatively small control currents.

Its wear characteristics are very favorable because there are no linings or friction materials to be replaced. The iron-graphite mixture will not wear the clutch parts, only tending to polish them. To contain the iron-graphite mixture in the vicinity of the flux gap, a series of labyrinth-type ridges was designed into the clutch parts. These utilize centrifugal forces to return the powder back to the magnetic gap.

The entire clutch assembly as shown in Figure 2 can be removed from the machine after loosening four screws in front and disconnecting it by pulling a 15-position plug. Individual clutches are then easily replaced.

The clutches, and thereby the reels, are controlled from the tape in buffer storage. Each set of three clutches and associated reel and vacuum column represents an on-off servo system, which is completely independent of the motion of the tape in the vicinity of the head.

Vacuum Column Storage

The vacuum columns are vertical columns of rectangular cross section, just wide enough to accommodate the 1/2-inch tape. The front face of the vacuum column is transparent so that tape can be observed at all times. The top of the vacuum column is open; the lower end is connected to a manifold and thence to a vacuum pump which maintains a vacuum of about 10 inches of water. The tape is inserted so as to follow the sides of the column, forming a semicircular loop at the bottom. Vacuum is thus maintained below the loop and atmospheric pressure above it. This pressure difference is used to control the reels. Two holes in the back of the column are drilled at about one-third of the length from either end and are connected to pressure (or vacuum) switches, which effectively sense whether the loop of tape is above the holes or below them. Thus, the length of column is divided into three regions and the vacuum switches can sense in which of these the loop of tape is located at any time. Now, if the loop is in the region between the two switches, the brake clutch is energized and the reel stands still. If the loop is below the lower vacuum switch, the take-up clutch will be energized, turning the reel in the direction in which it will pull tape out of the vacuum column until the loop reaches the center again. If the loop is in the top third of the column, the reel is rotated to supply tape into it.
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